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ABSTRACT: For the efficient photocatalytic oxidation of organic pollutants at surfaces of
semiconductors, photogenerated holes shall be separated toward the surface and transferred to
reactive surface sites, whereas the transfer of photogenerated electrons toward the surface shall be
minimized. In this Research Article, the identification of suitable synthesis control of charge separation
combined with an in-depth understanding of charge kinetics and trapping passivation mechanisms at
the related surfaces can provide tremendous opportunities for boosting the photocatalytic
performance. In this work, a comprehensive transient surface photovoltage spectroscopy study of
charge separation at anatase TiO2 thin films, synthesized by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis from
titanium(IV) isopropoxide (TTIP)−acetylacetone (AcacH) based precursor is reported. By varying
the amount of AcacH in the precursor solution, an experimental approach of synthesis control of the
charge transfer toward TiO2 surface is provided for the first time. An increased amount of AcacH in
the precursor promotes transition from preferential fast electron to preferential fast hole transfer
toward anatase surface, correlating with a strong increase of the photocatalytic decomposition rate of
organic pollutants. Suitable mechanisms of AcacH-induced passivation of electron traps at TiO2 surfaces are analyzed, providing a
new degree of freedom for tailoring the properties of photocatalytic systems.
KEYWORDS: TiO2, charge separation, photocatalytic activity, surface photovoltage, transient spectroscopy

1. INTRODUCTION
For the initiation of photocatalytic reactions at surfaces of
semiconductors, for example at TiO2, photogenerated
electrons and holes shall be separated toward the external
surface and transferred to reactive surface sites. Photo-
generated electrons and holes transferred toward reactive
surface sites are responsible for photocatalytic reduction (or
inhibition of oxidation) or oxidation (or inhibition of
reduction), respectively. The investigation of limiting processes
is important for a deeper understanding of photocatalytic
reactions at semiconductor surfaces and for the further
development and optimization of photocatalytic systems.

The discovery by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 of water
splitting with a photoirradiated titania electrode opened a new
field in photocatalysis and highly stimulated the research
interest in this field.1 Some of the most important applications
of photocatalysis are in the area of environmental remediation.
Hydroxyl radicals produced during illumination of photo-
catalytic materials can be used for decomposition of organic
molecules adsorbed on so-called self-cleaning surfaces. Organic
pollutants dispersed in water, air, or soil can also be destroyed
by photocatalytic oxidation.

TiO2 is a wide band gap photocatalyst, and thus, it needs
ultraviolet (UV) light for excitation of photogenerated charge
carriers and high photocatalytic activity.2 There are innumer-
able permutations of research aimed to increase the absorption

of visible (VIS) light and the corresponding photocatalytic
performance of TiO2, for example, by doping/codoping, dye
sensitization, or implementation of heterojunctions. However,
the VIS light sensitization of photocatalysts remains a major
challenge in the field.3,4 Therefore, further steps in material
synthesis, understanding and process optimization are needed
to broaden applications of photocatalytic systems, also from an
economic point of view.

Different properties of materials can play a significant role in
determining their photocatalytic activity. For example, surface
states and facet orientations play an important role for
adsorption of reactants and charge transfer during photo-
reactions.5,6 In turn, diffusion and recombination of photo-
generated charge carriers depend on the average size of
nanoparticles or grains and grain boundaries.7 Photoinduced
surface defects, such as oxygen vacancies, can act as trapping
sites for charge carriers, which reduce the mobility, and
reactivity of photogenerated holes.8 Moreover, pretreatment of
TiO2 surfaces with UV light enhances the production of active
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sites even for photocatalytic purification processes driven by
VIS light. The surface of TiO2 is modified during absorption of
UV light and a metastable surface structure is formed, which is
closely related to the reverse superhydrophilic properties.9

The influence of organic additives for the formation of
anatase TiO2 has been studied for many years, especially in
relation to the preparation of nanoporous anatase matrixes for
dye-sensitized solar cells10 and to photocatalysis.11 Stabiliza-
tion of titanium(IV) isopropoxide (TTIP) with acetylacetone
(AcacH) and effects of AcacH on the film properties have been
studied by several authors.12−14 Recently, it has been shown
that the increase of the AcacH molar ratio in precursor
solutions can increase the photocatalytic activity of the TiO2
films.15 For example, a change of the TTIP: AcacH molar ratio
from 1:4 to 1:8 resulted in an increase of the photodegradation
reaction-rate constant under UV light by about a factor of 10.15

At the same time, an increase of the concentration of carbon
species was observed at the TiO2 surfaces by X-ray
photoelectron emission spectroscopy (XPS).15 Therefore, the
enhanced photocatalytic performance was tentatively explained
by the effect of carbon species on the surface of TiO2 films.
However, the cause of the influence of AcacH in the precursor
solution on the photocatalytic activity of anatase TiO2 films
remains unclear.

Surface photovoltage (SPV) signals arise due to separation
of photogenerated charge carriers in space (see, for example,
the review16). In contrast to other techniques, SPV gives
specific information about the direction of charge separation.
Usually, positive or negative signs of SPV signals are related to
preferential separation of positive or negative charge toward
the external surface. Charge separation can be driven by
different processes, such as drift in built-in electrical fields or
asymmetric trapping (see for details also ref 19). Furthermore,
a sign can change during an SPV transient, for example, if
electrons and holes are trapped both at the surface whereas the
charge carriers with the highest trap density relax faster than
the charge carriers with the lowest trap density. Transient SPV
spectroscopy17−19 is based on the measurement of SPV signals
as functions of photon energy and relaxation time. This allows
to select contributions to SPV signals with opposite sign and,
therefore, gives the opportunity to distinguish between the
relaxation in certain time domains of electrons or holes which
have been preferentially transferred toward the external
surface. In this work, the spectral range of transient SPV
spectroscopy was extended to 5.5 eV. The measurements were
performed with a perforated electrode and a charge amplifier.20

By applying transient surface photovoltage spectroscopy, we
showed for the first time that trapping of electrons at anatase
TiO2 thin films can be minimized by increasing the amount of
acetylacetone (AcacH) in the titanium(IV) isopropoxide
(TTIP) precursor solution�a widely used precursor by
many research groups for synthesis of TiO2. The passivation
of electron traps at the surface of anatase TiO2 films correlated
with a strong increase of photodegradation rate constants.
These results open a new way to unravel limiting electronic
processes not only at photocatalytic surfaces but also at other
kinds of surfaces and buried interfaces.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Anatase TiO2 thin films were synthesized by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis
from mixtures of titanium(IV)isopropoxide (TTIP, Sigma-Aldrich) as
a titanium source, acetylacetone (AcacH, Sigma-Aldrich) as a
stabilizing agent, and ethanol as a solvent (see for details also ref

15). After deposition on glass substrates at 350 °C, the layers were
annealed at 500 °C in air for 1 h. The TTIP: AcacH molar ratio ratio
was changed between 1:1 and 1:20. The mean crystallite size of
anatase TiO2 was on the order of 40 nm for all layers and the layers
had a thickness of 300 to 400 nm.15 All films irrespective of the
amount of AcacH in the precursor solution showed reversed
photoinduced superhydrophilic properties after 15 min of UV-A
irradiation (Table S1). Moreover, photoinduction of TiO2 surface
with UV-A treatment before experiments strongly enhanced the
photocatalytic activity under VIS light (Figure S1). Secondary-ion-
mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements showed a correlation of the
carbon distribution with the spray cycles whereas the absolute
concentrations of carbon atoms is independent of the TTIP: AcacH
ratio (Figure S2).

Before performing transient SPV spectroscopy measurements, the
samples were compared by the measurements of the light induced
change of the contact potential difference (ΔCPD) with a Kelvin
probe (Besocke delta phi) in air. For illumination, a Xe lamp with a
quartz prism monochromator (SPM2, Carl Zeiss Jena) was used.

A preparation of charge-selective contacts is not necessary for
obtaining SPV signals on a thin film. In the study at hand, for the
TiO2/glass system, there are two interfaces: (i) the interface between
glass and TiO2 layer and (ii) the interface between TiO2 and
environment (free surface of TiO2 films). The interface between glass
and the TiO2 layer has much lower trap density than the free surface,
making the asymmetry for getting the SPV signal. The free surface is
exposed to molecules and the defect density/trap density at the free
surface is much higher so that it allows to probe the changes at the
external free surface.

SPV transients were excited with laser pulses from a tunable
Nd:YAG laser (NT230-50, λ = 216−2600 nm) that is equipped with
a spectral cleaning unit, EKSPLA The laser pulses had a width of 3−5
ns, and the photon flux was nearly constant between about 2.4 and 4
eV (see Figure S3 and for more details see ref 18).

SPV transients were measured with a fixed perforated electrode, a
charge amplifier (Electronik Manufaktur Mahlsdorf, resolution time 7
ns) and an oscilloscope card (Gage, CSE 1622-4GS). The SPV signal
height was calibrated with a periodic square wave signal (1 Vpp)
applied at the back side of the sample (for more details see ref 20).
The repetition rate of the laser pulses was 1 Hz and 10 transients were
averaged. SPV signals were analyzed as the difference to signals of a
bare substrate to discriminate parasitic background.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. DC (Kelvin Probe) SPV Spectroscopy. Figure 1

shows the spectra of ΔCPD for layers of anatase TiO2

Figure 1. Spectra of the contact potential difference for layers of
anatase TiO2 thin films synthesized with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1 and 1:4
(a, green and blue lines, respectively) and 1:5, 1:8, 1:10, and 1:20 (b,
black, red, blue, and dashed green lines, respectively). HOPG is
shown for comparison.
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synthesized with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:10, and
1:20. Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is shown for
comparison. The ΔCPD of HOPG did not show an influence
of illumination. For HOPG, the value of ΔCPD was about 0.26
V, which corresponds to the work function (WF) of HOPG. At
low photon energies, the values of ΔCPD were about −0.17,
0.08, −0.19, 0.247, 0.254, and 0.273 V for TTIP: AcacH of 1:1,
1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:10, and 1:20, respectively. In air, the WF of
HOPG can be used as a reference (WF of HOPG in air: 4.475
eV).21 Therefore, the values of WF were 4.045, 4.295, 4.025,
4.462, 4.469, and 4.488 eV for TiO2 thin films prepared at
TTIP: AcacH of 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:10, and 1:20, respectively.
The changes of the WF of anatase TiO2 thin films is in
qualitative agreement with the shift of the valence band in X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.22 The
values of WF for TiO2 thin films prepared at TTIP: AcacH of
1:8, 1:10, and 1:20 were larger than for the other films and very
similarly. In contrast, the values of WF for TiO2 thin films
prepared at TTIP: AcacH of 1:1, 1:4, and 1:5 scattered
significantly. Therefore, the surface dipole formed on TiO2
thin films prepared at TTIP: AcacH of 1:8, 1:10, and 1:20 was
practically constant, whereas the negative surface charge was
larger than for the other films.

Strong changes of the slopes of the ΔCPD spectra of anatase
(Figure 1) set on at about 3.2 eV, which usually referred to the
band gap of anatase TiO2. The change of the slope of the
ΔCPD is related to the evolution of SPV signals, whereas the
signs of the light induced ΔCPD and SPV are opposite. The
corresponding maximum SPV signals were reached at photon
energies between about 3.7 and 3.9 eV and amounted, with
respect to ΔCPD at the lowest photon energies, to 0.23, 0.185,
0.202, 0.309, 0.323, 0.342 V for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5,
1:8, 1:10, and 1:20, respectively. Therefore, photogenerated
electrons and holes were preferentially separated toward the
bulk and external surface of the layers of anatase, respectively,
whereas charge separation was stronger for TTIP: AcacH of
1:8, 1:10, and 1:20 than for 1:1, 1:4, and 1:5. However, this
overall charge separation does not give specific information
about fast and local processes of charge separation, which are
most important for photocatalysis.
3.2. Contour Plots of Transient SPV Spectroscopy.

Figure 2 shows the contour plots of transient SPV spectros-
copy, that is, the color-coded SPV signals as a map in photon
energy and time, for TTIP: AcacH of 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, 1:10,
and 1:20. For TTIP: AcacH of 1:1, negative SPV signals set at
around 3.1 eV and reached values up to more than −100 mV
in the spectral range between about 3.4 and 4 eV for times
shorter than 10 μs. At longer times (from about 10 ms at 3.3
eV to about 100 μs at 4.8 eV), the sign of the SPV signals
changed to positive and positive signals were measured up to
the order of 20 mV at longer times and higher photon energies.
Below the band gap, positive SPV signals appeared between 2
and 2.5 eV at times up to about 1 μs.

For TTIP: AcacH = 1:4, negative SPV signals appeared as
well but in a narrower spectral range between about 3.2 and 3.7
eV and for times up to about 1 ms. At longer times, positive
SPV signals were observed in this spectral range and over the
whole time domain at higher photon energies. For TTIP:
AcacH = 1:5, small negative signals up to about −20 mV
appeared in a range between about 3.2 and 3.6 eV for times up
to about 20 μs and positive SPV signals were measured at
longer times and in the whole domain for photon energies

above 3.6 eV, whereas positive SPV signals set on at longer
times at photon energies of about 2.8 eV.

For TTIP: AcacH = 1:8, very small negative signals up to
about −5 mV still appeared for times up to about 20 μs at 3.4
eV. At longer times, positive SPV signals set on at photon
energies of about 2.4 eV and the positive SPV signals reached
values up to about 100 mV. Only a tiny rest of negative SPV
signals appeared in the contour plot for TTIP: AcacH = 1:10
whereas it was very similar to that for TTIP: AcacH = 1:8 in
the other parts. Incidentally, regarding the reproducibility of
preparation and measurements, Figure S4 compares the
contour plots of transient SPV spectroscopy for the first and
second series of the films with TTIP:AcacH 1:8 synthesized in
the same way in the different times. A comparison between
panels a and b shows the excellent reproducibility of the
preparation. After annealing, the amount of electron traps as
well as of electronic states in the band gap of anatase increased.
For TTIP: AcacH = 1:20, negative SPV signals of up to about
1−2 mV were observed only between 3.3 and 3.6 eV for times
shorter than about 30 ns. Furthermore, the highest positive
SPV signals of up to about 170 mV were measured for TTIP:
AcacH = 1:20. In addition, the positive SPV signals decreased
drastically for TTIP: AcacH = 1:20 at photon energies above 5
eV and times longer than 2−3 ms.
3.3. Spectral Analysis and Correlation of Urbach Tails

with Decomposition Rates. SPV spectra were extracted
from the contour plots at times of 30 ns, 10 μs, 1 ms, and 94
ms after switching on the laser pulses (see Figure 3) and are
given for layers of anatase TiO2 synthesized with TTIP: AcacH
= 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20 (a−e, respectively). At the
shortest times for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1 and at the longest times
for TTIP: AcacH = 1:20, the negative and positive SPV signals
increased exponentially at the onsets and were fitted with a
characteristic tail energy of Et = 60 meV. This tail energy is

Figure 2. Contour plots of transient SPV spectroscopy for layers of
anatase TiO2 thin films synthesized with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5,
1:8, 1:10, and 1:20 (a−f, respectively). Remark: A contour plot shows
the color-coded SPV signals as a map in photon energy and time.
Note the logarithmic color scale for the SPV signals.
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close to that of anatase single crystals, depending also on
polarization,23 what gives evidence for one dominating
mechanism of charge separation. Furthermore, other onsets
of the SPV signals can also be treated by an exponential
increase with Et = 60 meV (see the dashed and dotted lines in
Figure 3).

Most of the onset regions of SPV signals are characterized by
the low signals case with one dominating mechanism of charge
separation, i.e., the SPV signals are proportional to the
generation rate or absorption coefficient. Closer to the indirect
or optical band gap (Eig = 3.46 eV24 or Eog = 3.42 or 3.46 eV
depending on polarization,23 respectively), the low signal case
is no longer valid and dominating mechanisms of charge
separation can change. For example, a change from negative
toward positive SPV signals set on slightly above Eig at 30 ns
and 10 μs for TTIP: AcacH = 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20 and at 1
ms for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, whereas even the sign did change
for TTIP: AcacH = 1:4, 1:5, and 1:8. Furthermore, a change
from negative toward positive SPV signals set on above 3.8 eV
at 30 ns and 10 μs for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1. For the other
samples and times, a steep increase toward more positive SPV
signals was observed above 3.8 eV what is close to the direct
band gap of anatase (3.97 eV).24

For photocatalytic oxidation reactions, photogenerated holes
shall be separated toward the external surface, i.e., correspond-
ing SPV signals shall be positive. Positive SPV signals were
observed for all samples at 94 ms. As a parameter, the
amplitude of the exponential onset of positive SPV signals
(AUrbach) measured at 94 ms was correlated with the
degradation rates of stearic acid under illumination in UV-A
and visible light (kUV and kVIS, red circles and blue triangles,
respectively) in Figure 4 (values were taken from ref 15). A
square dependence of kUV and kVIS on AUrbach was found for
TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, and 1:8 and for TTIP: AcacH =
1:1, 1:4, and 1:5. Therefore, kUV and kVIS were limited by
photogeneration in these regions. At higher values of TTIP:
AcacH, the degradation rates saturated, i.e., limitation by
photogeneration changed to limitation by another process as,
for example, charge transfer rates into reactive species
adsorbed at the surface of anatase nanoparticles.

3.4. Transient Analysis and Correlation of Back
Transfer Rates with Decomposition Rates. For getting a
deeper insight into processes of charge separation and
relaxation, SPV transients were selected at characteristic
energies of 2.4, 3.3, 3.6, and 4.0 eV. The absorption lengths
in anatase are about 10 μm,23 300 nm, and 30 nm25 at the
photon energies of 3.3, 3.6, and 4.0 eV, respectively. Therefore,
excitation at the photon energies of 3.3, 3.6, and 4.0 eV
corresponded to homogeneous absorption across the whole
anatase layer, to homogeneous absorption across the first
monolayers of anatase TiO2 crystallites and to preferential
absorption within the first monolayer of crystallites in the thin
films, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the SPV transients excited at characteristic
energies of 2.4, 3.3, 3.6, and 4.0 eV for layers of anatase
nanoparticles synthesized with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5,
1:8, and 1:20 (a−e, respectively). For excitation at 2.4 eV, a
transient appeared only for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1. For excitation
at 3.3 eV, the amplitudes at about 20 ns after the onsets of the

Figure 3. SPV spectra for layers of anatase TiO2 thin films synthesized
with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20 (a−e, respectively)
obtained at times of 30 ns, 10 μs, 1 ms, and 94 ms after switching on
the laser pulses (black, red, blue, and green lines, respectively). The
dotted blue and dashed black lines correspond to exponential tails
with Et = 60 meV at 30 ns and 94 ms, respectively. The value of Et was
obtained by fitting for TTIP:AcacH = 1.1 (at 30 ns) and 1:20 (at 94
ms).

Figure 4. Correlation plots between AUrbach measured at 94 ms and
the photocatalytic degradation rates of stearic acid under illumination
in UV-A and visible light (kUV and kVIS, red circles and blue triangles,
respectively). The values of kUV and kVIS were reproduced from ref 15.
Copyright 2019, MDPI open access Creative Commons CC BY 4.0
license. The numbers correspond to the TTIP: AcacH ratios.

Figure 5. SPV transients for layers of anatase TiO2 thin films
synthesized with TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20 (a−e,
respectively) excited at photon energies of 2.4, 3.3, 3.6, and 4.0 eV
(black, red, blue, and green lines, respectively). The onsets of the laser
pulses were shifted to 80 ns in order to show the baseline on the
logarithmic time scale. The solid pink lines are fits for excitation at 3.3
eV according to eq 1.
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laser pulses decreased from −40 to −24, −8, and about −1 and
−2 mV and the time at which the sign of the SPV signals
changed to positive from 40 to 1 ms, 20 μs, and about 30 and
30 ns (after switching on the laser pulses) for TTIP: AcacH =
1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20, respectively. For excitation at 3.6
eV, the amplitudes at about 20 ns after the onsets of the laser
pulses changed from −130 to −51, −12, and about −1 and 0
mV for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20,
respectively, whereas the time at which the sign changed
from negative to positive became shorter for TTIP: AcacH =
1:4 and 1:5. For excitation at 4.0 eV, the amplitudes at about
20 ns after the onsets of the laser pulses changed strongly from
−104 to +57, +68, +95, and +175 mV for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1,
1:4, 1:5, 1:8, and 1:20, respectively.

With respect to the facts of homogeneous absorption and
small signals case for excitation at 3.3 eV, it is reasonable to fit
the related SPV transients. SPV transients with only one
component can often be fitted by stretched exponentials, for
example, when relaxation is dominated by tunneling steps from
localized states (see, for example ref 26). Fitting of SPV
transients with a minimum number of components gives
information about limiting processes involved in charge
separation and relaxation. The transients excited at 3.3 eV
could be well fitted with one positive and one negative
stretched exponentials for TTIP: AcacH = 1:4, 1:5, and 1:8
(amplitudes, time constants, and stretching parameters for
negative and positive components are denoted by Ae and Ah, τe
and τh, and βe and βh in equation 1, respectively). An
additional logarithmic decay factor (C1(t)) was needed for
fitting the negative stretched exponential component for TTIP:
AcacH = 1:1. A logarithmic decay is close to relaxation limited
by distant dependent tunneling recombination.27 Furthermore,
an additional positive component increasing in time by a
(stretched) logistic growth (C2(t)) was needed for fitting the
SPV transient for TTIP: AcacH = 1:20. In general, SPV signals
can grow in time, for example, due to diffusion.28 Here, the
slow increase of SPV of positive signals for TTIP: AcacH =
1:20 can be assigned to diffusion of electrons toward the bulk
of the layer of anatase nanoparticles (interparticle transport
limited by trapping).
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Additionally, a sum of two negative stretched exponentials
was needed for obtaining reasonably well fits of the SPV
transients for TTIP: AcacH = 1:8 and 1:10. Fitted transients

are shown in Figure 5 for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, 1:5, 1:8,
and 1:20. The parameters b, τC, AL, τL, and βL amounted to
0.002, 0.5 ns, 21 mV, 0.2 s, and 0.8, respectively.

The trends of the fitting parameters for the positive and
negative stretched exponentials are summarized in Figure 6 for

Ae and Ah (a), τe and τh (b), and βe and βh (c). The most
striking difference appeared in the trends of τe, which strongly
decreased from about 10 ms at TTIP: AcacH = 1:1 to about
0.1−0.3 μs for the fast component at TTIP: AcacH = 1:8 and
1:10 and from about 10 ms for the slow component at TTIP:
AcacH = 1:8 to about 0.3 μs at TTIP: AcacH = 1:20.
Therefore, the dominating relaxation mechanism of electrons
separated in space changed around TTIP: AcacH = 1:8. The
values of τh were mainly limited by the repetition rate of the
laser pulses and ranged, therefore, between about 0.2 to 1 s for
TTIP: AcacH = 1:1−1:10, depending also on the stretching
parameters and additional slow processes. For TTIP: AcacH =
1:20, τh was on the order of 10 ms so that an additional slow
process could be observed. It can be supposed that similar
additional slow processes were present but masked by the
dominating slow relaxation of holes separated toward the
external surface for lower values of TTIP: AcacH.
Ae decreased from about −48 mV to −3 mV between TTIP:

AcacH = 1:1 and 1:8 which correlates with an increase of the
photocatalytic degradation rates of stearic acid in this range.15

Ah or Ae show a maximum or a local maximum at TTIP:
AcacH = 1:8 if considering the sum of the amplitudes of both
negative stretched exponentials for TTIP: AcacH = 1:8 and
1:10. In contrast to τe, the values of βe did not show very clear
trends. The lowest values of βe were found for TTIP: AcacH =
1:1, 1:10 (slow component), and 1:20. The highest value of βe

Figure 6. Dependencies of the fit parameters Ae and Ah (a), τe and τh
(b), and βe and βh (c) on TTIP:AcacH for the transients measured at
3.3 eV. The red circles and blue triangles in panels a−c are related to
the electron and hole components, respectively. The filled and open
red circles represent the two components of the negative stretched
exponentials regarding to the trends of τe. The dotted and dashed
lines in panels a−c are guides for the eye.
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was obtained for TTIP: AcacH = 1:8 (fast component).
Interestingly, βh showed a strong increase from about 0.3 at
TTIP: AcacH = 1:1 to 1 at TTIP: AcacH = 1:4 and 1:5 and a
decrease to 0.6 at TTIP: AcacH = 1:10, followed by an
increase to 0.86 at TTIP: AcacH = 1:20.

The values of kUV and kVIS are correlated with τe in Figure 7.
An anticorrelation with a square dependence, i.e., kUV(VIS) ∝

τe
−2 (corresponds to the electron back transfer rate), has been

found for TTIP: AcacH = 1:1, 1:4, and 1:5. For TTIP: AcacH
= 1:8 and 1:10, the correlation was much weaker. The
correlation of the electron back transfer rates with the
photocatalytic degradation rates is also similar to the
correlation between increasing kUV(VIS) at decreasing Ae (not
shown).

As remark, in principle, fits can also be performed for
excitation at higher photon energies. However, components
cannot be so obviously assigned to given processes since
charge transport shall be considered due to gradients in
photogeneration. Furthermore, saturation phenomena can
dominate at higher photon energies due to (very) high
absorption so that the interpretation of fitting parameters is
less straightforward in relation to the photocatalytic activity.
3.5. Suitable Mechanism of AcacH-Induced Passiva-

tion of Electron Traps at TiO2 Surfaces. The experimental
results presented above show that the sign of the transient SPV
signal changes from negative to positive with increasing
TTIP:AcacH ratio. This is directly related to the electron
concentration at the surface of the specimens, which is vastly
reduced with an increase of the AcacH concentration in the
precursor solution. The source of electrons is widely believed
to be oxygen vacancies (VO) that can act as double donors. For
rutile and anatase TiO2, the ionization energies of the (0/+)
and (+/2+) adiabatic transitions amount to EI = 0.1 and 0.4 eV
and <0.1 and 0.3 eV, respectively.29 The question is which
mechanisms are behind the processes leading to a reduction of
electron concentration at the TiO2 anatase surfaces. Consid-
ering the conditions of the experiments, a decrease of the
electron concentration can occur when (i) the concentration of
oxygen vacancies decreases, (ii) electrons are trapped at
localized states, induced by incorporation of carbon species in
the TiO2 lattice, and (iii) absorption of O−H complexes at the
sample surface inducing capture of charge carriers from the
TiO2 surface. With respect to mechanism (i), an increased
amount of AcacH in the precursor solution leads to more fuel
for the combustion process, first, at the stage of the TiO2 film
deposition by USP at 350 °C in air, and second, during
crystallization of the layers in the subsequent air treatment at
500 °C. The latest process is more intensive, in which the

oxygen partial pressure P(O2) practically remains constant
(considering the open atmospheric conditions), whereas the
partial pressures of CO2 and H2O can significantly increase by
increased temperature of AcacH-assisted combustion process.
It is likely that a higher temperature and higher CO2 partial
pressures can raise oxygen chemical potentials that could lead
to a reduction of the VO concentration, thereby causing a
decrease of the free electron concentration. (ii) On the other
hand, within the same process, the carbon impurity
incorporates into the lattice and probably also accumulates at
the grain boundaries of TiO2, as suggested by cumulative
results of XRD peak shift and XPS and SIMS analysis (Figures
S5, S6, and S2). Incorporation of carbon atoms into the lattice
of anatase TiO2 can occur through a substitutional mechanism
at the oxygen sites30 or by taking an interstitial site.31,32 Thus,
the carbon impurity may introduce localized states33 through
which the electrons are trapped and thereby, decreasing the
overall electron concentration. (iii) While the former
mechanisms can occur at the surface and in the bulk of the
samples, transient SPV measurements are surface sensitive, and
a change of the surface composition or surface chemistry could
also result in the observed decreased electron concentration.
Since the SPV measurements are performed in air, it is
conceivable that the adsorption of O−H groups could be
responsible for the decrease of the electron concentration.
Initially, neutral O−H complexes could adsorb on the sample
surface, and subsequently, they could capture charge carriers
from the TiO2 surface region thereby effectively reduce the
surface electron concentration. However, to elucidate the exact
microscopic mechanism responsible for the reduction of
electrons at the sample surface additional measurements are
required.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Due to transport limitation across grain boundaries and
symmetry of charge selectivity embedded by neighbored grains
in anatase TiO2, fast charge separation was related to charge
transfer within the anatase TiO2 crystallites closest to the
external surface (first monolayer). The negative and positive
stretched exponentials belonged to relaxation of photo-
generated electrons and holes separated in space within the
duration time of the laser pulse (fast charge separation). The
correlation between the amplitudes of the Urbach tails
(positive component at long times) and the photocatalytic
activity gave evidence that fast separation of photogenerated
holes was caused by hole transfer toward the external surface.
Furthermore, the correlation of the decreasing τe with an
increasing photocatalytic degradation rate under both ultra-
violet and visible light gave evidence that electrons separated
toward the external surface strongly limited the photocatalytic
activity for oxidation of organic molecules with anatase
nanoparticles. It was demonstrated that an increased amount
of AcacH in the TTIP solution led to a passivation of electron
traps at the anatase surface and to a reduction of the electron
back transfer rate. Suitable mechanisms of AcacH-induced
passivation of electron traps at TiO2 surfaces were analyzed
and discussed, providing new and complementary insights in
understanding the electronic processes in photocatalytic
systems and related buried interfaces.

Figure 7. Correlation between kUV and kVIS (open and filled stars,
respectively) and τe. The values of kUV and kVIS were taken after.15
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